
General description

5) 304 SUS 
          

6) Shelf 

7) Basket 

8) Ventilation

10) UV lamps

11) LED Bar 

12) Filter 
13) Vent Exit 
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Waste products processing - Do not make a bonfire the waste products of the plastic.
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Self-diagnosis      Before requesting A/S, Please check the problems first. 

Components 

Shelf  , Basket , Power cord Model     HN-03 
Size     295(W) x 375(D) x 415(H) mm 
Rating     AC 220~240V 50 / 60Hz 
Consumption  80Watt
Type     PTC Heater / UV lamp 
Weight     5Kg(N.W)  

Description 

1. This product can use only the 120V 50Hz/60Hz.
2. Do not turn on and look the UV lamps by compulsion while open the door. 
3. Do not disassemble or remodel. 
4. Do not the animal, vinyl, benzene and the dangerous goods in the product. 
5. Do not unplug by compulsion during an operation.  
6. Install a product on the flat place.
7. Do not use the chlorinated disinfectant in the product and it is cause of corrosion. 
8. Do not attach to the wall closely because there are the filters on the back. 
9. Clean the filters once a month. 
10. Do not put too many products. 
11. Clean the inside stainless once a month.
12. It can be cause of corrosion if you don't clean the inside stainless well even 
      if it is the 304 SUS.

Warning - In case of cause a serious injury or death 
1. Do unplug and call to A/S center if there are a smell of burning.
2. Do not touch the plug with wet hands.
3. Install the product out of children's reach.
4. Don not bend and pull the power cord by constraint. 
5. Do unplug when clean with hands or it is thundering.
6. Clean the dirty power cord with dry cloth. 
7. Do not install in the humid place like the bathhouse and the pool. 
8. Stop the operation and the ventilate air if you suspect a gas leak. 

Safety precautions △！

Checking for use ?

-Prohibition - In case of the damaged of products and cause a minor injury.                           

If UV lamp doesn't light,
Check a power cord is plugged into the outlet well. 
Check a indicatior of UV button turn on. 
Check a UV lamp replacement time. 

If LED lamp doesn't light,
Check a power cord is plugged into the outlet well. 
Check a indicatior of DRY button turn on. 

If DRY function is not working well,
Check the indoor temperature.
(If the indoor temperature is too low, Drying power could be weak.)
3~5 times, shake the cleaned bottle or other products 
Use the Auto mode3 if you want to dry many products.

   - UV lamp replacement method -
     Turn the UV lamp to gab of the 
     socket and replace new lamps 
     as the picture.
     
   ※Please exchange the UV lamp one a year.  

Install the shelf at the top and the basket 
at the bottom.
put the bottle at upper directon and 
use as the attached picture.

Using the shelf and the basket 
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